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29

Abstract

30

The shoot apical meristem (SAM) is a special category of tissue with pluripotency

31

that forms new organs and individuals, especially floral individuals. However, little is

32

known about the fate of cotton SAMs as a tunica corpus structure. Here, we

33

demonstrate that cotton SAM fate decisions depend on light signals and circadian

34

rhythms, and the genes GhFKF1, GhGI, GhCRY1 and GhCO were responsible for

35

SAM fate decisions and highlighted via RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis of

36

different cotton cultivars, as confirmed by genetic analysis via the CRISPR–Cas9

37

system. In situ hybridization (ISH) analysis showed that the GhCO gene, induced by a

38

relatively high blue light proportion, was highly upregulated during the initiation of

39

floral meristems (FMs). Further blue light treatment analysis showed that the

40

transition from vegetative to reproductive growth of SAM was promoted by a high

41

proportion of blue light, coupled with high expression of the blue light-responsive

42

genes GhCO and GhCRY1. Taken together, our study suggests that blue light

43

signalling plays a key role in the fate decision of cotton SAM. These results provide a

44

strategy to regulate the SAM differentiation of cotton by using the CRISPR–Cas9

45

system to change the ratio of red and blue light absorption to breed early-maturity

46

cotton.

47
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53

Introduction

54

Cells are the basic unit of life, and stem cells, are undifferentiated and possess

55

remarkable pluripotency to replace damaged organs or form new organs and

56

individuals throughout their lifespan both in vivo and in vitro (Tanaka et al., 2013). In

57

flowering plants, most stem cells are apical meristem cells, including root and stem

58

apical meristem (RAM and SAM) cells. At the postembryonic development stage,

59

SAM and RAM cells generate aerial and underground parts, respectively (Aichinger

60

et al., 2012; Kitagawa and Jackson, 2019). Stem cell differentiation, a physiological

61

switch from a vegetative to reproductive stage, occurs early during the seedling phase

62

is a multistep process driven by both intracellular signalling and extracellular cues

63

(Liu et al., 2007; Turck et al., 2008; Srikanth and Schmid, 2011; Wang et al., 2018).

64

Moreover, SAM stem cell fate determines floral meristem (FM) initiation and

65

flowering (Jiang et al., 2013; Tanaka et al., 2013; Wagner, 2017; Kitagawa and

66

Jackson, 2019).

67

Upland cotton is one of the most economically important crops worldwide. The

68

early or late differentiation of FMs, which is determined by the fate of SAM, is

69

directly related to the maturity period and architecture of a cultivar (Niwa et al., 2013),

70

which is very important for practising double-cropping systems, namely,

71

rapeseed/wheat-cotton production systems. One of the biggest challenges in cotton

72

breeding is the long growth cycle (Li et al., 2021). Therefore, studying the fate

73

determination mechanism of SAMs is very important to optimize the timing of cotton

74

fruit branching and shorten the cotton growth stage to meet the large and increasing

75

clothing demands of an ever-growing world population.

76

In Arabidopsis, previous studies showed that CONSTANS (CO) and

77

FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT) were the central components for the transition from the

78

vegetative to reproductive stage in flowering plants. CO is a zinc finger transcription

79

factor (TF) that integrates flowering by activating FT expression in the afternoon

80

under long days (LDs) (Song et al., 2015). FT, which acts as a long-distance signal in
3
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81

the light cycle, is a rapidly accelerated fibrosarcoma (RAF) kinase inhibitor-related

82

protein that is transcribed in the leaves and then translates and migrates to the apical

83

meristem through the vascular system after illumination (Corbesier et al., 2007; Turck

84

et al., 2008). In the light spectrum, blue light is one of the most effective light signals

85

in SAM differentiation, not only acting as a signal responding to stress (Lyu et al.,

86

2021) but also participating in regulating many photomorphogenesis processes,

87

including floral initiation and light entrainment of the circadian rhythm, hypocotyl

88

elongation, seedling de-etiolation, stem elongation and leaf morphology (Thomas,

89

2006; Corbesier et al., 2007; Franklin, 2016).

90

Plants perceive light signals using various light receptors, including KELCH

91

REPEAT, F-BOX 1 (FKF1) (Liu et al., 2018), and cryptochrome (CRY) genes CRY1

92

and CRY2 (Ma et al., 2020; Wang and Lin, 2020). FKF1 contains one N-terminal

93

LOV domain, a target for ubiquitin-mediated degradation of the F box domain, and

94

six protein–protein interaction tandem Kelch motifs (Nelson et al., 2000; Ito et al.,

95

2012). The LOV domain, as the chromophore, comprised of flavin mononucleotide

96

(FMN) binding sites, is responsible for light-induced protein–protein interactions

97

between GIGANTEA (GI) and CO, which regulate the expression of CO and FT and

98

affect flowering time in response to photoperiod and circadian clock signals (Thomas,

99

2006; Ito et al., 2012). FKF1 also binds to proteolytic targets, a Dof TF, CYCLING

100

DOF FACTOR 1 (CDF1), which binds to the CO promoter, inhibiting the

101

transcription of CO (Song et al., 2015). Additionally, highly conserved flavoprotein

102

CRYs, comprising a conserved N-terminal photolyase homologous region (PHR)

103

domain and an unstructured cryptochrome C-terminal extension (CCE) effector

104

domain (Ma et al., 2020; Wang and Lin, 2020), are degraded by light-dependent

105

ubiquitination (Liu et al., 2016). CRYs have been investigated to facilitate FT

106

expression in response to blue light by suppressing degradation of the CO protein

107

(Zuo et al., 2011).

108

However, in comparison with extensive studies in the model plant Arabidopsis,

109

the physiological impact and mechanisms of light in the maintenance of SAM
4
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110

pluripotency in feed and cash crops remain to be investigated. Here, the gene response

111

to light signals was highlighted during the transition from vegetative to reproductive

112

growth of cotton SAMs using RNA-seq and qRT–PCR. Additionally, we confirmed

113

the roles of GhCRY1 and GhCO in mediating SAM fate decisions, especially those of

114

FMs, and revealed that GhCRY1 and GhCO were regulated by blue light and that

115

GhCRY1 accelerated flowering. In sharp contrast, GhCO played a role in balancing

116

the number and fate of floral primordium differentiation at meristems, different from

117

Arabidopsis, which acted in the phloem (An et al., 2004; Turck et al., 2008). Notably,

118

we further investigated the influences of different red:blue (R:B) light ratio treatments

119

on cotton SAM differentiation and flowering, showing that a high proportion of blue

120

light evokes early flowering of cotton, suggesting a critical role of blue light in

121

adjusting floral and fruit branch primordium initiation. Notably, agronomic trait

122

assays in the spectral incubator demonstrated a feasible way to breed early-flowering

123

cotton cultivars by remodelling the blue light signalling activities mediated by

124

GhCRY1 and GhCO.

125
126
127
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128

Results

129

Dynamics of cotton SAM differentiation revealed by anatomical

130

analysis

131

The growth and development process of cotton are dependent on the division and

132

differentiation of the stem cell population in the SAM, which is generally divided into

133

three stages: the vegetative stage, SAM initiation stage and reproductive stage (Fig.

134

1A). Briefly, the fate of cotton SAM cells, including those in the leaf primordium

135

(LP), branch meristem (BM) and FM, determined the flowering time and plant

136

architecture (Fig. 1A) (Bhalla and Singh, 2006; Aichinger et al., 2012).

137

To determine the anatomical structure of SAMs, cross sections were obtained by

138

sampling the stem shoots from vegetative to reproductive stages, and it was found that

139

SAM stem cells were a typical tunica-corpus structure (Fig. 1B). To investigate the

140

mechanism of cotton SAM differentiation, the phenotypes of three early-maturing

141

cotton cultivars, namely, CCRI58 (C), 2012Qushi4 (QS) and CCRI50 (CR), and four

142

late-maturing cultivars, Ganmian47 (G), Xinluzhong47 (XLZ), Eguangmian (EG) and

143

TM-1 (TM), were investigated and showed that the first fruit branch node, budding

144

time, flowering time, whole growth period, and height of plants were significantly

145

different between early-maturing and late-maturing cultivars (Fig. 1C-G and Table

146

S1). Showing that the early-maturing cultivars budding, flowering and maturing much

147

earlier than the late-maturing cultivars.

148

To further investigate the SAM dynamics, five developmental stages, including

149

the first true leaf stage (1 TLS), the stage between the first and the second true leaf

150

stage (1.5 TLS), the second true leaf stage (2 TLS), the stage between the second and

151

the third true leaf stage (2.5 TLS), and the third true leaf stage (3 TLS), were sampled

152

and compared (Fig. 1H-I). Morphological analysis showed that the differentiation of

153

the FM varied between early- and late-maturity cultivars. Briefly, the FM

154

differentiated earlier in QS than in XLZ; the former occurred at 1 TLS, and the latter

155

occurred at 3 TLS (Fig. 1H). The other two early-maturity cultivars, C and CR,
6
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156

differentiated at 2 TLS, and the two late-maturity cultivars EG and TM differentiated

157

at 2.5 TLS (Fig. 1H). These results showed that during the transition of SAM

158

(initiation) from vegetative growth to reproductive development, the floral primordia

159

differentiation of early-maturing cultivars occurred much earlier than that of

160

late-maturing cultivars, suggesting that the spatiotemporal differentiation of SAM

161

cells determines cotton flowering time.

162

7
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163

Light and circadian rhythms play an important role in fate decisions

164

in cotton SAMs during the transition from vegetative to reproductive

165

growth

166

To explore the molecular mechanism of SAM development in cotton, shoot tips were

167

collected at five different developmental stages to identify differentially expressed

168

genes (DEGs) between seven different cotton varieties by using RNA sequencing

169

(RNA-seq) (Fig. 1I and Fig. S1). The expression levels of genes were determined by

170

calculating the number of unique matched reads for each gene and then normalizing

171

this number to fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM),

172

and a total of 47303 genes were expressed in at least one sample during cotton SAM

173

development (FPKM ≥ 1) (Mortazavi et al., 2008). Distribution analysis of all genes

174

showed that they were distributed equally among the At and Dt genomes (At: 34379

175

genes, 49.34%; Dt: 35298 genes, 50.66%), and the same trend was found for the

176

47303 expressed genes (At: 23189, 49.02%; Dt: 24114, 50.98%) (Fig. 2A). However,

177

there was a slightly lower proportion of genes with low expression (FPKM < 1) at 1.5

178

TLS in the early-maturity sample and 2.5 TLS in the late-maturity sample compared

179

to other four stages among At and Dt genomes, suggesting that gene expression was

180

promoted at 1.5 TLS in the early-maturity cultivars and 2.5 TLS in the late-maturity

181

cultivars (Fig. 2B). The Pearson correlation coefficients (PCCs) of gene expression

182

(FPKM) between stages of different cotton cultivars were highly correlated (cor > 0.6,

183

p < 0.0001, Fig. 2C-D, Table S2 and S3). These results showed that there were no

184

subgenome differences in the expression genes during cotton SAM development.

185

Then, principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on all 35 samples and

186

found that the high-density time series transcripts could be divided into five categories

187

according to the developmental stages, although the 1.5 and 2 TLS groups highly

188

overlapped (Fig. 3A-B), implying that there were differences in different

189

developmental stages. To fully understand the DEGs, 4561 DEGs were identified by

190

filtering with edgeR (P < 0.05 and log2 |fold-change| > 2 in normalized expression
8
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191

levels) (Fig. 3C-D), showing that the number of DEGs in different varieties at the

192

same developmental stages was low, but in different developmental stages of the same

193

cultivar, the number of DEGs was large. Moreover, comparison between the early-

194

and late-maturity cultivars showed that there were 2408 overlapping DEGs (Fig. 3E),

195

which were significantly involved in ‘Response to karrikin’, ‘Response to light

196

stimulus’, ‘Response to circadian clock and flowering’, ‘Response to far red light and

197

blue light’ and ‘Response to hormone’ Gene Ontology (GO) terms (Fig. 3F). The

9
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198

expression trend analysis showed that two gene expression patterns (profiles 8 and 9)

199

were significantly enriched among the 4561 DEGs (Fig. S2A). Expression level

200

analysis showed that in profile 8, the level increased gradually with development, but

201

the change was inverse in profile 9 (Fig. S2B-C). Consistent with the above GO

202

enrichment results, DEGs involved in profiles 8 and 9 were enriched in the same

203

pathways (Fig. S2B-C). To further verify whether light and circadian rhythms regulate

204

FM differentiation time, two genes (GhGI and GhFKF1) involved in these pathways

10
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205

were identified, and the expression patterns of these genes were detected in leaves and

206

stems at different times (0:00, 6:00, 9:00, 12:00, 15:00, 18:00, 21:00, 24:00) of the

207

day and showed that these genes were responsive to circadian rhythms (Fig. 3G-H).

208

Suggesting that the transition from vegetative to reproductive growth in response to

209

light signal and circadian rhythm.

210

Furthermore, weight gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) was

211

performed on all 4156 DEGs and showed that there were 5 different modules,
11
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212

corresponding to the 5 co-expression networks (Fig. 4A). There was a significantly

213

negative correlation between the turquoise and brown modules (Fig. 4B). Interestingly,

214

four of the flower-related genes identified by genome-wide association analysis of

215

355 group cultivars (Li et al., 2021) were differentially expressed between early- and

216

late-maturity cultivars during cotton SAM development, and the expression level peak

217

occurred at 2 or 2.5 TLS (Fig. 4C). One of the genes (GhELF4) was involved in the

218

turquoise module and co-expressed with GhGI, GhFKF1 and other genes (Fig. 4D).

219

Additionally, rhythm expression level analysis of other co-expressed genes in the
12
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220

turquoise module, such as GhAGL24, GhSOC1, GhELF3, GhPHOT2, and GhVIP5, in

221

leaves and stems showed that all of these genes respond to circadian rhythms (Fig.

222

4E-P). These results suggest that GhGI and GhFKF1 may participate in the circadian

223

rhythm regulation of cotton flowering.

224

To confirm this hypothesis, mutants of Ghfkf1 and Ghgi were created by

225

CRISPR–Cas9 with two small guide RNAs (sgRNAs) (Fig. 5A-C), and the mutants

226

were determined by the Hi-TOM platform (Liu et al., 2019) to track mutations (Fig.

227

5D-E). Phenotypic analysis of the mutants showed that there was no lateral branch

228

differentiation in the Ghfkf1 mutant, but in the Ghgi mutant, more branches and

229

flower buds were found (Fig. 5F-G). This result implies that during cotton SAM

230

initiation from vegetative to reproductive stages, the GhFKF1 gene promoted lateral

231

differentiation, but GhGI inhibited floral primordia differentiation, possibly related to

232

light stimulus and circadian rhythm.

233
234

GhCO responds to blue light and transits SAM stem cell

235

differentiation into the floral primordium in rate and number

236

A previous study showed that many TFs were involved in SAM fate decisions,

237

especially in FM determinacy, by responding to light (Komeda, 2004; Liu et al., 2007;

238

Turck et al., 2008; Song et al., 2015; Lai et al., 2021). To better understand the

239

function of light signals in SAM differentiation during the transition from vegetative

240

to reproductive stages, a total of 405 TFs were identified from the 4561 DEGs

241

according to their functions and divided into four groups according to changes in

242

expression (Fig. S3A and Table S4). Abundance bubble diagram analysis showed that

243

TF families such as ERF, MYB, C2H2, HD-ZIP, C3H, TALE, MYB, NAC and CO-like

244

were enriched (Fig. S3B), among which the HD-ZIP, CO-like, TALE and RAV

245

families playing important roles in flowering were identified (Fig. 6A and Table S5).

246

Moreover, the expression and function analysis showed that CO-like TFs were

247

significantly enriched in ‘response to red or far red’, ‘photoperiodism’,
13
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248

‘postembryonic

249

development’ and ‘reproductive structure development’, with a peak expression level

250

at 3 TLS. GhHD-ZIP, which was mainly enriched in ‘root system development’ and

251

‘cell proliferation’, was upregulated during SAM development. The GhRAV involved

252

in ‘regulation of flower development’ and ‘regulation of reproductive process’

253

reached a peak in expression at 3 TLS. GhTALE, which was mainly enriched in

254

‘determination of bilateral symmetry’, ‘meristem initiation’, ‘cell fate specification’

255

and ‘flower morphogenesis’, was downregulated during SAM development, peaking

256

at 1 TLS (Fig. 6B). Interestingly, the rhythm expression analysis of these four TFs

257

showed that they respond to circadian rhythm, and GhCO-like, GhRAV and GhTALE

258

were preferentially expressed in leaves (Fig. 6C-F). These results indicated that the

development’,

‘inflorescence

14

development’,

‘shoot

system
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259

TFs GhCO-like, GhRAV and GhTALE, related to circadian rhythm regulation and light

260

signals, may be involved in SAM development.

261

To further clarify the function of light signalling during cotton SAM

262

development, the expression patterns of several flowering-related genes involved in

263

the light pathway were detected qRT-PCR (Fig. S3A-B) (Nelson et al., 2000; Zuo et

264

al., 2011; Wang and Lin, 2020). The results corresponded well to the expression level

265

derived from the RNA-seq data (Fig. S3C).

266

To demonstrate the light signalling function in the SAM stem cell fate decision

267

and differentiation of the FM, in situ hybridization (ISH) was performed and showed

268

that GhCO-like was expressed in the SAM, LP and lateral meristem cells (Fig. 7A-B).

15
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269

During the development of SAMs, at the reproductive stage, the expression of

270

CO-like was much stronger than that at the vegetative stage and the post-reproductive

271

stage, coincidental with the transcriptome analysis result that the expression level

272

reached a peak at 3 TLS when the reproductive stage was initiated (Fig. 6B and 7A-B).

273

The results suggested that GhCO-like may function in promoting SAM initiation from

274

the vegetative stage to the reproductive development stage. To further verify how

275

GhCO-like responds to light signals to affect the differentiation fate of SAMs,

276

different R:B ratio treatments were performed, and it was found that under different

277

R:B ratio treatments, the higher the blue light proportion was, the stronger the GhCO

278

signal accumulation in the SAM stem cells (Fig. 8A-B). These results indicate that the

279

expression of GhCO was induced by the blue light signal in SAM stem cells, which

280

may promote the transition from vegetative to reproductive growth of the SAMs.

16
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281

To further study the function of GhCO in cotton SAM stem cell fate decisions,

282

Ghco mutants were obtained using the CRISPR–Cas9 system with two different

283

sgRNAs (Fig. 9A-B), and mutations were tracked using the Hi-TOM platform (Fig.

284

9C). Importantly, sgRNA1 was located at the main functional region of the CO gene

285

(B-box domain) (Fig. 9A). Phenotypic analysis showed a later flowering time but

286

much more flowers in the mutant plants (Fig. 9D-E), suggesting that GhCO is

287

involved in light signal functions in balancing flower primordium differentiation in

288

quantity and timing.

289
290

Blue light signalling accelerates the transition from vegetative to

291

reproductive development of cotton SAM

292

Previous studies have shown that CRYs, as blue light receptors in plants, participate

293

in light inhibition of hypocotyl elongation and long-day promotion of floral initiation
17
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294

and photomorphogenesis (Ahmad and Cashmore, 1993; Guo et al., 1998; Franklin,

295

2016; Lyu et al., 2021). Moreover, WGCNA showed that the blue light receptor

296

GhCRY1 was co-expressed with GhCO and GhFKF1 (Fig. 10A); therefore, GhCRY1

297

may play a significant role in the response to light during initiation from the

298

vegetative to reproductive stages of cotton SAMs. To confirm the function of blue

18
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299

light signals in the transformation from vegetative to reproductive development stages

300

of cotton SAM, the treatment of the early-reproductive cultivar QS and

301

late-reproductive cultivar XLZ, as well as CRISPR–Cas9 acceptor line YZ1 were

302

treated with 400 μmolꞏm-2ꞏs-1 total light fluence at 8:2, 4:6 and 2:8 R:B ratios and

303

showed that a relatively high blue light proportion promoted flowering in all above

19
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304

three cotton cultivars (Fig. 10B). These results implying that blue light signalling

305

accelerates the transition from vegetative to reproductive development of cotton SAM

306

and facilitates flowering.

307

Furthermore, to confirm whether GhCRY1 responds to light signalling, GhCRY

308

(Ghir_A05G027150 and Ghir_D05G027160) mutants were created by CRISPR–
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309

Cas9-mediated gene editing with two sgRNAs targeting their respective conserved

310

functional domains (Fig. 10C-D). The mutations were identified by using the Hi-TOM

311

platform (Fig. 10E). The knockout of GhCRY1 in cotton not only led to a notable

312

reduction in flowering number but also to a significant increase in vegetative branches

313

along with a smaller bifurcation angle and flowering time delay (Fig. 10F-G). These

314

results suggest that GhCRY1 coordinates SAM stem cell differentiation by responding

315

to light signalling, accelerates the floral primordium and increases the primordium

316

number. Taken together, our results demonstrate that cotton SAM stem cells respond

317

to blue light by GhCRY1 and GhCO in coordinating the differentiation direction of

318

cotton SAM stem cells between the vegetative primordium and reproductive

319

primordium. Regulating the proportion of blue light in the growth environment or

320

high GhCO accumulation in SAM stem cells can promote the transformation from

321

vegetative to reproductive growth.

322
323
324
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325

Discussion

326

SAM stem cells orchestrate the balance between stem cell proliferation and organ

327

initiation for postembryonic shoot growth, give rise to vegetative or reproductive

328

primordia and reshape plant architecture (Jiang et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2013; Knauer et

329

al., 2019). Many studies have been performed on the effect of the fate of apical stem

330

differentiation regulated by hormones in various plants, such as rice, maize, tomato

331

and grass (Wang and Li, 2011; Wang et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2013; Zhang and Yuan,

332

2014). Light has also emerged as a key regulator of vegetative to reproductive

333

transition (Turck et al., 2008; Song et al., 2015). To date, the cellular biological

334

mechanism by which light signals regulate the differentiation fate of apical meristem

335

cell clusters is not as complete as those in studies on hormones (Shani et al., 2006;

336

Dong et al., 2013); these studies mainly focus on the influence of floral primordium

337

initiation time (Zhang and Yuan, 2014). Cotton plant architecture and flowering time

338

are determined and influenced by the fate of differentiation of the meristem and affect

339

mechanized cotton production and yield. To this end, the illustration of light signal

340

mechanisms on SAM differentiation has been urgently required for the improvement

341

of cotton production efficiency.

342

In our study, we inspected the specific effects of light signals and key factors on

343

cotton development and morphogenesis. The connection between light and cotton

344

SAM differentiation was demonstrated, further elucidating the multilayer mechanisms

345

contributing to cotton SAM fate decisions. Using the paraffin sectioning technique,

346

dynamic changes in the cell morphology of cotton SAM during vegetative

347

transformation into reproductive growth were observed, and the TFs GhCO and blue

348

light receptors GhFKF1 and GhCRYs were highlighted through transcriptome analysis.

349

Moreover, we proposed an anatomically dynamic development module in regulating

350

light signal-adjusted SAM differentiation in cotton (Fig. 10H).

351

RNA-seq analysis of the 35 libraries derived from seven different cotton

352

varieties from five different developmental stages elucidated a link between light
22
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353

stimulus and cotton SAM differentiation. The initiation from vegetative to

354

reproductive growth requires a morphological change (Zhang and Yuan, 2014). Our

355

observations suggest that a model exists in which a light signal is required for cotton

356

SAM fate decisions during the initiation from vegetative to reproductive growth.

357

Through classification of the TFs based on their functions, the TFs GhCO-like,

358

GhRAV and GhTALE were highlighted.

359

Moreover, a previously unknown role of CONSTANS in postembryonic and shoot

360

system development was revealed by using the CRISPR–Cas9 edited system and ISH

361

of cotton SAMs. The functional mechanisms of CONSTANS as a hub in the signal

362

integration of photoperiodic flowering have been extensively illustrated in

363

Arabidopsis, rice and wheat (Valverde et al., 2004; Song et al., 2015; Shim et al.,

364

2017). In contrast, the influence of light signals on the fate of SAM is rarely studied,

365

and the roles of GhCO in cotton remain largely unknown (Song et al., 2015). The

366

phenotype of Ghco mutant plants demonstrates that GhCO affects SAM fate decisions

367

during vegetative to reproductive growth by inhibiting the differentiation of the floral

368

primordium number. In Arabidopsis, CONSTANS acts in the phloem to regulate a

369

systemic signal that induces photoperiodic flowers (An et al., 2004; Gloria Serrano,

370

2009). It is worth noting that the ISH results, not only under LD conditions but also

371

under different R:B ratio treatments, showed that GhCO accumulated at the SAM

372

stem cells and vascular cambium of cotton, and showed that GhCO responded to blue

373

light and accelerated the initiation from vegetative to reproductive growth of cotton

374

SAMs, with a mechanism different from that in Arabidopsis (An et al., 2004; Turck et

375

al., 2008).

376

Breeders proposed the ‘green revolution’ with a semidwarf mutation (sd1)

377

identified in rice, and since then, rice and wheat yields have soared. Maize, tomato

378

and legume varieties have also been shown to be thriving on the way to the ‘green

379

revolution’ (Eveland et al., 2014; Zhang and Yuan, 2014; Lyu et al., 2021). Proper

380

plant architecture and flowering time are the main goals of the ‘green revolution’, and

381

SAM differentiation studies are primarily a target for idealizing plant agriculture and
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382

flowering time (Teo et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2018). Cotton is an important cash crop

383

that displays a conventional long growth period, but growing early-maturity cotton is

384

needed for the current wheat (rapeseed)-cotton cropping systems in China; therefore,

385

breeding early-maturity cotton cultivars is urgent. Our results show that by regulating

386

light signal-responding genes, GhCRY1, GhFKF1 and GhCO may provide a strategy

387

to shorten the cotton growth period for the current double cropping system, using

388

limited land to support a daily enlarged population.

389
390
391

Materials and Methods

392

Plant materials and growth conditions

393

To acquire RNA-seq materials, three early-maturing cotton cultivars, CCRI58 (C),

394

2012Qushi4 (QS), and CCRI50 (CR), and four late-maturing cultivars, Ganmian47

395

(G), Xinluzhong47 (XLZ), Eguangmian (EG) and TM-1 (TM), were planted in the

396

greenhouse of Huazhong Agricultural University in Wuhan (114 °E, 30 °N), Hubei

397

Province, China (Fig. S1). The plants were cultivated under long-day (LD, 16 h

398

light/8 h dark) conditions. Each variety was grown in seven 565×375×80 mm3 basins,

399

with 40 plants per basin (Fig. S1C). Five stages of the SAM stem cell clusters were

400

collected between 16:00 and 18:00 in the afternoon every two days (Song et al., 2015).

401

For each stage, 15-18 SAM stem cell clusters of the cotton seedlings were pooled

402

together and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored in a freezer at -80 °C (Fig. 1I).

403

To investigate the agronomic traits of the CRISPR–Cas9-edited mutants, the

404

wild-type plants Jin668 and YZ1 and GhFKF1, GhCO and GhCRY1 edited lines were

405

grown in parallel with a row spacing of 55 cm and a plant spacing of 15 cm in the

406

field of Huazhong Agricultural University.

407
408

Tissue sectioning, staining, and imaging

409

The shoot apex was removed from the shoot tips, which were subsequently immersed
24
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410

in 50% FAA (50% absolute ethanol, 10% 37% formaldehyde solution, 5% acetic acid)

411

and vacuum infiltrated three times for 15 min to fix the tissues. After infiltration, the

412

solution was replaced with fresh FAA solution and postfixed at 4 °C for at least 12 h.

413

Fixed samples were dehydrated with different ethanol concentrations (30, 50, 70, 95,

414

and 100%) for 1 h. Overnight, tissues were embedded in 100% ethanol three times,

415

3/4 ethanol and 1/4 xylene, 1/2 ethanol and 1/2 xylene, 1/4 ethanol and 3/4 xylene,

416

100% xylene twice and then paraffin. The samples were successively immersed in

417

xylene and 1/4 paraffin for at least 12 h, and then transferred to refined paraffin wax

418

three times for 3 h. After embedding and cleaning, tissues were placed onto a

419

microtome tissue holder, sectioned into 7 µm thick slices with a Thermo Scientific

420

sliding microtome (Microm HM 340 E) and dried on a 37 °C heating plate for 2 h.

421

The coverslips were mounted with resin and examined under a Zeiss Axio Scope A1

422

biological photomicroscope.

423
424

RNA-seq and data analysis

425

For analysis of the mRNA profiles of SAM stem cells, seedlings were grown under

426

LD conditions (16 h light/8 h dark) at 28-30 °C. Then, SAM stem cell clusters (1.5

427

mm in length) were collected and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. The SAM stem cells

428

from 15-18 seedlings were pooled for each stage of each cultivar (Fig. 1I and Fig.

429

S2C and D). Total RNA was captured with TRIzol (Invitrogen). Libraries were

430

prepared using an Illumina TruSeq RNA Sample Prep kit following the

431

manufacturer’s recommendations. The experiments were performed at Personalbio

432

Gene Technology Co. Ltd. (Nanjing, China). After removing low-quality reads with

433

Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014), clean reads were mapped to the TM reference

434

genome (Wang et al., 2019) by HISAT2 (Kim et al., 2019), and gene expression levels

435

were calculated as fragments per kilobase per million (FPKM) by String Ties (Pertea

436

et al., 2015). OmicShare tools, a free online platform for data analysis

437

(www.omicshare.com/tools), was used to identify differentially expressed genes

438

(DEGs) (P < 0.05 and log2 |fold-change| > 2) (Pertea et al., 2016).
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439

Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis of DEGs was determined using the

440

OmicShare tools. The calculated P value was subjected to FDR correction, taking

441

FDR ≤ 0.05 as a threshold. GO terms meeting this condition were defined as

442

significantly enriched GO terms in DEGs. Moreover, Venn diagrams, heatmaps,

443

Sankey diagrams and volcano plots were also generated by OmicShare tools.

444
445

RNA isolation and RT-qPCR analysis

446

Total RNA was extracted with TRIzol (Invitrogen) reagent, and 3 µg of total RNA

447

was used to generate complementary DNA using an Oligo (dT) 18 primer by

448

TransScript® II One-Step gDNA Removal and cDNA Synthesis SuperMix

449

(TransGen). Transcriptional levels of genes were determined using Premix Ex Taq

450

(Takara) and analysed with a Quantstudio 6 Flex system. Two microlitres of 10-fold

451

diluted cDNA was used as the template and amplified with TB Green® Premix Ex

452

Taq (Takara) in a 20 μl volume quantitative PCR, which was pre-denatured at 95 °C

453

for 30 s, followed by a 40-cycle program (95 °C 5 s, 60 °C 30 s, per cycle).

454

Expression levels were normalized to GhUBIQUITIN7 as an internal control to

455

standardize RNA content. The primers used in this study are listed in Table S6 and S7.

456
457

Analysis of protein and gene structures

458

The protein sequences were obtained from the Cotton FGD database. Then, the

459

GhFKF1, GhCO and GhCRY1 protein structures were visualized by using the pfam

460

database. Similarly, the gene sequences were obtained from the Cotton FGS database.

461

The gene structures were then visualized by using SMART online tools.

462
463

Vector construction and genetic transformation

464

The gene editing strategy was performed using the CRISPR–Cas9 technique as

465

previously described (Wang et al., 2018). Briefly, we selected fully developed seeds

466

of the Jin668 and YZ1 cultivars and disinfected them with mercury at a concentration

467

of 1 g mercury bichloride/1000 ml ddH2O for 10 min. The sterilized seeds were
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468

grown in a shading incubator for 3-5 days at 28 °C. Then, we cut the hypocotyl into

469

sections as explants with a sharp scalpel. To construct the vectors, we searched for

470

and identified 23 bp target sites (5'- N20NGG-3') within exons of the GhFKF1,

471

GhCOR1 and GhCO genomic sequences according to the CRISPR-P online tool (Liu

472

et al., 2017) and then evaluated each candidate site for target specificity on the

473

website of potential off-target finder (http://crispr.hzau.edu.cn/CRISPR2/). We

474

subcloned two independent sgRNAs targeting the target genes into the modified

475

pRGEB32-GhU6.7-NPT II vector (Wang et al., 2018).

476

Then, the vectors were transferred into Agrobacterium (Agrobacterium

477

tumefaciens) strain EHA105 by the electro transformation method. Explants were

478

immersed in the EHA105 inoculum for 2-3 min with occasional agitation and then

479

transferred to cocultivation plates for 48 h at 20 °C in shading conditions. Then,

480

explants were cultured on callus initiation medium (2,4-D) with the explants laid flat

481

on the medium under 12 h light/12 h dark photoperiod conditions at 27 °C and

482

subcultured for 25 days in fresh medium. When the embryoids formed, they were

483

transferred to plant induction medium. When seedlings developed at least one true

484

leaf, they were transferred to rooting medium (Fig. 5A). The transgenic plants were

485

then subjected to the Hi-TOM platform to evaluate whether mutations occurred (Liu

486

et al., 2019). The sgRNA and HI-TOM primers used in this study are listed in Table

487

S9 and S10.

488
489

Co-expression network analysis of DEGs

490

To detect the groups of DEGs with similar expression patterns, a total of 4066 DEGs

491

were used for weight gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA). Co-expression

492

modules were discovered using the WGCNA (v. 1.66) package in R software with

493

default settings, except that the power was 12 and the minimum module size was 10

494

(Langfelder and Horvath, 2008). Subsequently, the topological overlap matrix (TOM)

495

was calculated for hierarchical clustering analysis. Finally, a dynamic tree cut

496

algorithm was implemented to identify gene co-expression modules. Then, the
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497

modules were visualized using Cytoscape 3.6.0 (Shannon et al., 2003).

498
499
500

Accession numbers

501

Sequence data from this article can be found in the Cotton FGD database or the

502

GenBank/EMBL

503

(Ghir_D12G016580), GhCRY1 (Ghir_A05G027150), GhGI (Ghir_D02G006910) and

504

GhCO

505

(Ghir_A07G020670),

GhNF-YA

506

(Ghir_D12GO19090),

GhHD-ZIP

507

(Ghir_D12G017690), GhRAV (Ghir_A12G018050), GhTALE (Ghir_D06G002490),

508

GhC2H2

509

(Ghir_A11G003520), GhFAS2 (Ghir_A11G023990), GhCAT2 (Ghir_A11G025010),

510

GhSVP

511

(Ghir_D05G015210),

GhGRP1A

(Ghir_D02G022800),

GhSOC1

512

(Ghir_A11G009010),

GhEMB2247

(Ghir_D12G000040),

GhGID1B

513

(Ghir_D12G000700),

514

(Ghir_D12G001220), GhMCCB (Ghir_A12G002340), GhELF4 (Ghir_A10G024010),

515

GhVIP5 (Ghir_A10G002030), and At2g30600 (Ghir_D05G018350).

libraries

with

(Ghir_D12G005870),

following

GhCO-like

(Ghir_D04G012350),

(Ghir_A06G003180),

accession

numbers:

(Ghir_A12G005860),
(Ghir_A02G012520),
(Ghir_A12G022820),

GhARF

GhAHP1

GhELF3

(Ghir_D05G014880),

(Ghir_D13G019090),

(Ghir_D07G002430),

GhFKF1

GhNF-YB
GhCDF1
GhNAC

GhbHLH

GhMCM3

GhPHOT2
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Figure legends

559

Fig. 1 Dynamic changes in cotton shoot apical meristem (SAM) differentiation.

560

(A) Schematic diagram of cotton growth and development stages. (a) Model of cotton

561

stem apical meristem during the vegetative stage. Yellow area, central zone (CZ);

562

green area, rib zone (RZ); purple area, peripheral zone (PZ). (b) The transitional stage

563

of vegetative to reproductive growth, which is the initial period of fate determination

564

in the cotton apical meristem. SAM, shoot apical meristem; AM, axillary meristem;

565

LP, leaf primordium. (c) Model of the apical meristems during the reproductive stage

566

in which the SAM fate was decided, and the axillary meristem differentiated into

567

floral meristems (FMs). (d) Cotton that has blossomed and borne fruit. (B) The tunica

568

and corpus structure of cotton SAMs. The left panel shows paraffin sections of cotton

569

shoot meristems. LM, lateral meristem; VC, vascular cambium. The right panel

570

represents cotton SAMs. (C-F) Phenotypic analysis of three early- and four

571

late-maturity cotton cultivars at the first fruit branch node (C), the budding time (D),

572

the days from seedling to flowering (E) and the days of whole growth periods (F). E,

573

early-maturity variety; L, late-maturity variety. (G) The plants were derived from

574

cotton cultivars of different maturities. The left panel shows the early-maturity

575

cultivar Q, and the right panel shows the late-maturity cultivar XLZ. Scale bars, 10

576

cm. (H) The dynamics of cotton SAM differentiation, where 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3

577

indicate the first true leaf stage (TLS), stage between the first and second TLS, the

578

second TLS, stage between the second and third TLS and the third TLS, respectively.

579

Yellow triangle, vegetative primordium; blue triangle, reproductive primordium; scale

580

bar, 100 μm. (I) Experimental scheme of RNA-seq experiments. Seedlings of early30
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581

and late-maturity cotton were grown under LD conditions (16 h light/8 h dark) at

582

28 °C. The dotted box indicates the position of SAMs collected for the mRNA-seq

583

experiment. The plot on the right is a magnified apical meristem of cotton under a

584

stereomicroscope. Red oval, LP; blue oval, AM; black oval, sepal primordium (SP);

585

purple oval, FM; orange oval, SAM. Scale bar, 300 μm.

586
587

Fig. 2. Overview of the cotton shoot apical meristem gene expression profiles at

588

five developmental stages.

589

(A) Total number of annotated genes in the At (left) and Dt (right) subgenomes and

590

the number of genes that were expressed in at least one sample (FPKM ≥ 1). (B) The

591

proportion of genes with the indicated expression strength at each developmental

592

stage. The strength of expression is divided into four categories according to the

593

normalized expression level (fragments per kilobase of exon model per million

594

mapped reads, FPKM). (C-D) The Pearson correlation coefficients (PCCs) of gene

595

expression (FPKM) between stages. The PCCs of expressed genes from the At (C)

596

and Dt (D) subgenomes were calculated separately. 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 TLS indicate

597

the first leaf stage, the stage between the first and second true leaves, the second true

598

leaf stage, the stage between the second and third true leaf stages and the third true

599

leaf stage, respectively. TLS: true leaf stage; E, early-maturity variety; L,

600

late-maturity variety.

601
602

Fig. 3. Transcriptome profiling of cotton SAM cell clusters.

603

(A) Principal component analysis (PCA) of RNA-Seq data. (B) The clustering tree

604

diagram shows different clustering groups. (C) The numbers of up- and

605

downregulated differentially expressed genes (DEGs) for each pairwise comparison.

606

(D) Volcano plots to visualize DEGs in early- and late-maturity cotton seedlings by

607

comparing the same growth stage between different maturities and the same maturity

608

between different growth stages. Red dots indicate significantly upregulated genes

609

(log2(fold change) ≥ 0.75 and p < 0.05). Blue dots indicate significantly

610

downregulated genes (log2(fold change) ≤ -0.75 and p < 0.05). (E) A Venn diagram
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611

shows the overlapping number of DEGs between the indicated samples. (F)

612

Significant GO term enrichments for the 2408 overlapping DEGs. The number of

613

genes in each GO term is indicated in the brackets. The blue arrows represent key

614

metabolic pathways in which the genes GhGI and GhFKF1 were involved. (G-H)

615

Relative expression level analysis of leaves and stalks separately at 2 TLS at different

616

times (0:00, 6:00, 9:00, 12:00, 15:00, 18:00, 21:00, 24:00) of the day by qRT–PCR of

617

the genes GhGI (G) and GhFKF1 (H), which are involved in responding to circadian

618

rhythm and flowering. The plants were grown under LD conditions (16 h light/8 h

619

dark). The error bars represent standard deviations (SD, n ≥ 3). TLS, true leaf stage; E,

620

early-maturity variety; L, late-maturity variety.

621
622

Fig. 4. Floral meristem initiation of cotton in response to rhythm and circadian

623

clock.

624

(A) Hierarchical cluster tree showing co-expression modules identified by WGCNA.

625

Each leaf in the trees is one gene. The major tree branches constitute 5 modules

626

labelled by different colours. (B) Module-sample association. Each row corresponds

627

to an intersection that indicates the correlation coefficient between the module and

628

sample. (C) Expression level analysis of the genes GhELF4-1, GhELF4-2, GhFLK

629

and GhAGL15 belonging to the overlapping genes between our DEGs and previous

630

genome-wide association analysis results (Li et al., 2021). E, early-maturity variety; L,

631

late-maturity variety. (D) WGCNA for turquoise co-expression modules by Cytoscape

632

showing a significant enrichment of known boundary-specific genes in response to

633

flowering development. Red indicates reproductive development-related regulators

634

defined according to the GO notion. Dots around the circle represent other

635

co-expressed genes. Lines represent relationships. The white and black font represent

636

the gene abbreviation and ID, respectively. (E-P) Relative expression level analysis

637

by qRT–PCR of genes that co-expressed not only GhGI but also GhELF4 in leaves

638

and stalks at 2 TLS at different times (0:00, 6:00, 9:00, 12:00, 15:00, 18:00, 21:00,

639

24:00) of the day. The samples were grown under LD conditions (16 h light/8 h dark).

640

Data are represented as the mean ± SD (n ≥ 3). TLS, true leaf stage.
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641
642

Fig. 5. Ghfkf1 and Ghgi mutants created by the CRISPR–Cas9 strategy.

643

(A) Diagram showing the process of Ghco mutant plant production by the CRISPR–

644

Cas9 strategy. (B) Schematic of the two small guide RNAs (sgRNAs, blue and purple

645

bars) designed to target GhFKF1 loci. Protospacer adjacent motifs (PAMs) are

646

indicated by red bars. (C) Schematic of the two small guide RNAs (sgRNAs, blue and

647

purple bars) designed to target GhFKF1 loci. PAMs are indicated by red bars. (D-E)

648

Sequencing results showing indel mutations in the GhGI (D) and GhFKF1 (E)

649

knockout cotton plants. The percentages in parentheses represent gene editing

650

efficiency on the right of sequences. Red bars represent missing sites, and the green

651

SNPs represent the mutation sites. (F) Phenotypes of Ghfkf1 and Ghgi edited plants.

652

The white arrows indicate flowers or flower buds. Scale bar, 10 cm. (G) The statistics

653

of the alabastrum numbers of WT plants YZ1 and edited plants Ghgi. Data are

654

represented as the mean ± SD (n = 3).

655
656

Fig. 6. The transcription factors (TFs) analysis of DEGs.

657

(A) Sankey diagram of the exact functional annotation of TFs. (B) Heatmap of 13 TFs

658

associated with floral development. Related TFs and significant GO enrichments

659

(right) are presented. (C-F) Relative expression level analysis by qRT–PCR of TFs in

660

response to flower development GO terms at leaves and stalks during 2 TLS at

661

different times (0:00, 6:00, 9:00, 12:00, 15:00, 18:00, 21:00, 24:00) of the day. The

662

samples were grown under LD conditions (16 h light/8 h dark). Data are represented

663

as the mean ± SD (n ≥ 3). TLS, true leaf stage; E, early-maturity variety; L,

664

late-maturity variety.

665
666

Fig. 7. In situ hybridization (ISH) was used to localize GhCO in the developing

667

SAMs of cotton.

668

Amaranth staining indicates the presence of ISH-amplified target gene transcripts. (A)

669

The localization of GhCO in the developing SAMs of cotton maturity C. (B) The

670

localization of GhCO in the developing SAMs of cotton maturity XLZ. (a-c and g-i)
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671

Representative micrographs of longitudinal sections of SAMs for GhCO, with

672

constitutive expression in the leaf primordium (LP, the pink arrow), axillary meristem

673

(AM, the red arrow), floral meristem (FM, the orange arrow), shoot apical meristem

674

(SAM, the black arrow) and tender leaf (TL, the green arrow). (d-f and j-l) Negative

675

controls of C (d-f) and XLZ (j-l) omitting the reverse transcription step.

676
677

Fig. 8. ISH was used to localize GhCO in the SAMs of cotton cultivar Jin668

678

under different R:B ratio treatments.

679

(A) Light spectral compositions of different red:blue (R:B) ratio treatments. The R:B

680

ratio and blue light fluence rate are shown above each light spectrum. (B) (a-c)

681

Representative micrographs of longitudinal sections of SAMs for GhCO during the

682

vegetative stage, with constitutive expression in the LP (the pink arrow), AM (the red

683

arrow), FM (the orange arrow), SAM (the black arrow) and TL (the green arrow)

684

under R:B = 2:8 (a), R:B = 4:6 (b) and R:B = 8:2 (c). (d-f) Representative

685

micrographs of longitudinal sections of SAMs for GhCO during the reproductive

686

stage under R:B = 2:8 (a), R:B = 4:6 (b) and R:B = 8:2 (c) treatments.

687
688

Fig. 9. Ghco mutants created by the CRISPR–Cas9 strategy.

689

(A) Schematic of the functional domains of GhCO predicted by SMART. The B-box

690

(red box) and CCT domain (green box) are indicated. Black triangles, sgRNA1/2. (B)

691

Schematic of the two small guide RNAs (sgRNAs, blue and purple bars) designed to

692

target GhCO loci. PAMs are indicated by red bars. (C) Sequencing results showing

693

indel mutations in the GhCO knockout plants. The percentages in parentheses

694

represent gene editing efficiency on the right of sequences. (D) Phenotypes of the

695

Ghco edited plant. White arrow, flowers or flower buds; scale bar, 10 cm. (E) The

696

number of alabastrum statistics of Jin668 and Ghco. Data are represented as the mean

697

± SD (n = 3).

698
699

Fig. 10. Blue light accelerates flowering of cotton.

700

(A) WGCNA of all 4560 DEGs by Cytoscape showing a significant enrichment of
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701

known boundary-specific genes in response to flowering development. Red indicates

702

reproductive development-related regulators defined according to the GO notion. Dots

703

around the circle represent other co-expressed genes. Lines represent relationships.

704

The white and black fonts represent the gene abbreviations and IDs, respectively. (B)

705

Phenotypes of different cotton cultivars YZ1, XLZ and QS grown under LD

706

conditions (16 h light/8 h dark) with different R:B ratios 2:8, 4:6, 8:2). Red arrows,

707

flowers or flower buds; scale bar, 5 cm. (C) Schematic of the functional domains of

708

GhCRY1 predicted by SMART. The DNA-photolyase domain (red box), FAD-binding

709

domain (green box) and CCE domain are indicated, and the DNA-photolyase and

710

FAD-binding domains are also regarded as PHR domains. Black triangles, sgRNA1/2.

711

(D) Schematic of the two small guide RNAs (sgRNAs, blue and purple bars) designed

712

to target GhCO loci. PAMs are indicated by red bars. (E) Sequencing results showing

713

indel mutations in the Ghcry1 knockout plant. The percentages in parentheses

714

represent gene editing efficiency on the right of sequences. (F) Phenotypes of the

715

Ghcry1 edited plant. Red boxes, flowers; two-way white arrows, angle between lateral

716

branches and main stem; scale bar, 10 cm. (G) The number of alabastrum statistics of

717

Jin668 and Ghcry1. Data are represented as the mean ± SD (n = 3). (H) Regulation

718

models of the SAM differentiation mechanisms in response to blue light during cotton

719

growth and development.

720
721
722
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